High-frequency oscillations in somatosensory system.
The recent revival of interest in high-frequency oscillation (HFO) is triggered by getting an opportunity to noninvasively monitor the timing of highly synchronized and rapidly repeating population spikes generated in the human somatosensory system. HFOs could be recorded from brainstem, cuneothalamic relay neurons, thalamus, thalamocortical radiation, thalamocortical terminals and cortex with deep brain or surface electrodes, or with magnetoencephalography. Here we briefly review the HFOs at each level of somatosensory pathways. HFOs recorded at brainstem might be produced by volume conduction from oscillations of the medial lemniscus. Thalamic HFOs at around 1000 Hz frequency would be generated within the somatosensory thalamus. Cortical HFOs would be generated by at least a few different mechanisms, thalamo-cortical projection terminals, interneurons and pyramidal cells of the primary sensory cortex. HFOs have been studied in several ways: their modulation by arousal changes, movements or drugs, their recovery function, effects of transcranial magnetic stimulation on them and also their changes in patients with various neurological diseases.